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His father is a singer and his mother an actress, while older brother Shogo is the lead singer for the popular band CRUSHERZ. Though his family is packed with famous celebrities, Izumi Sena is just your average guy. Currently a college student, he is a huge otaku with aspirations of becoming a manga creator. But one day he gets roped into participating in a TV commercial and meets popular young actor Ryoma Ichijo.
Could this be the same boy he starred in a commercial with over ten years ago?! -- VIZ Media
On his way home from school, Minoru discovers his older brother, Yoshino, making out with his male gym teacher! To confuse the matter even more, he also notices his brother s best friend, Seto, shooting longing glances at Yoshino! And for some reason that revelation makes Minoru s chest hurt. Could what he s feeling actually be love?! It s an odd-couple romance between the intimidating tough guy and the tooproper younger brother! Volume also includes bonus romantic short stories involving Yoshino and Sugaya from Devil s Honey. -- VIZ Media
When Kunimasa s uncle Shinobu was a young man, his father gave him a strange assignment̶go to Italy and teach the strange mer-lion Vulnera how to be corporeal. But while Shinobu is well versed in the theory of controlling true forms, how can he teach Vulnera what a body feels like if he is so disconnected from his own? -- VIZ Media
On his way to his morning classes, college student Feng Ming heroically jumps in front of a speeding truck to save a toddler in its path. When he comes to, he finds himself in an ancient Chinese palace with servants calling him Your Highness ! Before he s had time to make sense of what s happened, the handsome yet cruel Ren Ting sweeps in manhandling Feng Ming, hissing, Your body may be beautiful, but it s
too weak to withstand my punishments. Will this dimension-spanning relationship result in love... or hate? -- VIZ Media
In Volume 3 of the ultra popular, kinky, sex-full Yaoi Hentai, you'll see tentacle monster Trach nailing an unsuspecting bus rider, a poor bishonen with his wiener caught in a fence hole and the perv friend who helps, a yaoi take on the "Aristocrats" joke, hot loving with a Sultan's slave and more! Explicit yaoi content. For readers 18+ only!
His Favorite, Vol. 11 (Yaoi Manga)
Sweet Pool, Vol. 1 (Yaoi Manga)
Private Teacher!
Get The Key To My Heart (Yaoi Manga)
His Royal Secret

Seven has disappeared, and when Akamatsu goes looking for him, he learns of his shocking past. The two have grown up in vastly different worlds, but the time they ve spent together still burns brightly. Will Akamatsu fight to get those days back or is the chasm between their two worlds too great to span? -- VIZ Media
One day, delivery driver Nishiki s route takes him to an opulent, old-style Japanese estate. Who should come out to greet him but Reizei, the young master of the house̶and the guy he gave his virginity to after a drunken binge! Arrogant and demanding, Reizei subjects poor Nishina to unspeakable̶and yet somehow pleasant̶things. Does Nishina keep going back because of Reizei s
blackmailing...or could he be developing feelings for the demanding young master? -- VIZ Media
Taking an interdisciplinary approach, this book provides an in-depth analysis of Takarazuka s history, educational traditions and theatrical ethos viewed from the prism of Japan s modernization and globalization in the twentieth century. Its relationship to Japanese popular culture, especially in the fields of manga and fashion as well as its ongoing success are also addressed."
At a rather salacious masquerade party where VIPs and celebrities alike have gathered, businessman Kamiya encounters a magic wand he can t forget! Hoping to once again submit himself to its magical abilities, Kamiya recruits the help of his ever-present stone-faced secretary, Tachibana, to find the mystery man who possesses it. Just who is the man behind the mask with the wand from
beyond, and does Kamiya have a chance of finding him? -- VIZ Media
Zhen, a Wolf assassin, meets a beautiful courtesan while in pursuit of his latest target. Thinking she may be useful, he uses her to get closer to his quarry only to find out that she is actually a he ̶another Wolf assassin named Wu. What will happen to the two rivals now that they ve flirted and even kissed?! It s assassin on assassin as the Wolves grapple with their destiny and each
other. -- VIZ Media
The Bed of My Dear King (Yaoi Manga)
The Color of the Clear Blue Sky
Sword and Mist, Vol. 1 (Yaoi Manga)
Looking for the Perfect Fit (Yaoi Manga)
A History of the Takarazuka Revue Since 1914
Arimura enlists the help of Yosuke—a younger baseball club teammate from his high school days—to tutor his little sister. Yosuke has always been rather brusque around Arimura, but to the older man’s surprise, he discovers Yosuke actually looks up to him. Could Yosuke’s admiration be masking something more? -- VIZ Media
College student Junya accidentally intrudes on his gay childhood friend and roommate, Akiyoshi, while he's in the midst of a steamy hookup. Junya finds he can't tear his eyes away from his friend's "O" face or stop appreciating his rough pace in bed. Akiyoshi protests, but Junya eventually seduces his reluctant roommate into some hot groping and a little anal play to boot! So
why does Akiyoshi continue to refuse to seal the deal? Also includes a short story about a manic romantic and his ever-positive boyfriend. -- VIZ Media
In his young life, Takeyuki has never really known hardship. The youngest son of a wealthy family, he has never had any difficulty getting anything he desired. Now, though, Takeyuki is enjoying his last month of freedom before he begins working at his father’s import company in Tokyo, and he has decided to spend that time with his brother and his sister-in-law in Cassina, a
small country in the Middle East. Little does Takeyuki know that his prideful manner will soon land him in hot water! In Cassina, some dangers are very real and some people are not who they seem. For example, who exactly is the charming, majestic man who won’t stop staring at Takeyuki during their flight to Cassina, and why do his blue eyes make Takeyuki feel like his chest
will burst?
The Prince of Wales meets his match in the first novel in an enchanting male/male romantic duology from the author of Asking for More and Begging for It... James, the handsome, cosmopolitan Prince of Wales, is used to being in the public eye. But he's keeping a king-sized secret...James, next in line for the throne, is gay. He’s been able to hide his sexual orientation with the
help of his best friend and beard, Lady Cassandra. Sometimes he feels like a coward for not coming out, but he daren’t risk losing the crown. If he did, the succession would fall on his deeply troubled younger sister, Princess Amelia. To protect her, James is willing to live a lie. While on holiday, he meets Benjamin Dahan—a rugged international reporter with a globe-trotting,
unattached life—who catches far more than James's eye. And when Ben is transferred to London, it seems fate may finally be smiling on James. But what began as a torrid fling grows into something far more intimate and powerful. Soon James will have to decide who he is, what he wants from life and love, and what he’s willing to sacrifice for the truth...
They’re called Monsters: people with the power to assume animal forms, kept segregated from the rest of society. When he was young, Riku befriended a Monster boy named Tsukasa, only to be separated from him. Now, at an academy for Monsters, Riku has finally found his childhood friend. But can he overcome the distrust of his more-than-human classmates and reconnect
with Tsukasa? And will their adult relationship be as close as their childhood friendship...or even closer? -- VIZ Media
Like Two Peas in a Pod
Modernity, Girls' Culture, Japan Pop
The Ravishing of the Crown Prince, Vol. 1 (Yaoi Manga)
Dash! (Yaoi Manga)
Love Pistols, Vol. 4 (Yaoi Manga)

Coyote has lived his entire life hiding the fact that he’s a werewolf, while Marleen, a pianist at a local bar, is the secret successor to the mafia family hunting Coyote’s kind. When Coyote unexpectedly goes into heat, the two form a deep bond that only serves to further escalate the feud. Now that the werewolves have decided to dismantle the mafia once and for all,
Coyote must choose between love and family. But when his next heat overcomes him, who will he run to? -- VIZ Media
Norio is trying to become a good zooman, but the more he learns the more confusing it gets. Even a crash course in zoomanity at his boyfriend Kunimasa’s family inn had just raised more questions and emotional strain. But now Kunimasa’s troublemaking mom is back in Japan, and she has plans for her son that don’t include Norio. Can Norio fight for his love when he
doesn’t understand the rules of the game? -- VIZ Media
Awkward Yoshida’s life got flipped upside down when the hottest guy in school started going out with him. Things should be easier for Yoshida now that his whole class knows about his relationship, but it's never that simple with Sato as a boyfriend. The crazy couple are once again caught up in a lover’s quarrel, but is it over something completely silly again or are things
getting a bit more serious this time...? -- VIZ Media
As a concierge at a high-class hotel, Chiaki is used to accommodating his guests’ every desire. But when he learns that Harry Christophoros, a Greek millionaire, has requested his personal services, Chiaki is puzzled. How did he manage to attract the attention of a foreigner he’s never even met? When he finally greets the handsome, mysterious visitor, neither man can
deny the chemistry between them. Is Chiaki prepared to provide the ultimate in hospitality? -- VIZ Media
Shin is a brand-new actor unfairly typecast as a villain, and Shige, his secret lover since college, is a rising star who often gets the role of the heartthrob good guy. With Shige’s popularity on the rise and Shin’s awkward personality making him resemble the villains he plays, the two can’t risk being seen together for fear of tainting Shige’s image. And to complicate
matters further, their relationship has lacked physical intimacy since their disastrous first time together. Every good role needs its conflict, but will this couple call it a wrap when they suddenly find themselves in the spotlight? -- VIZ Media
The Rules of The Brothers (Yaoi Manga)
Black or White, Vol. 1 (Yaoi Manga)
The Boy Can’t Help It (Yaoi Manga)
Paid Leave Omega (Yaoi Manga)
How's Your Ex? (Yaoi Manga)
On what should be a routine trip to the nurse’s office, Yuzuru walks in on school nurse, Kokuyo, as he’s ravaging one of Yuzuru’s fellow classmates. Unable to stay away from the dangerous yet charismatic man, Yuzuru finds himself an unwilling resident of the nurse’s office, unable to resist the onslaught of pleasure Kokuyo subjects him to or escape
the confines of its walls. Will Yuzuru’s fear be overcome by the fleeting displays of warmth this mysterious man gives him, or will the realization that this man isn’t everything he seems have Yuzuru fighting for escape? -- VIZ Media
Rejected by the girl of his dreams for some guy named Moriya, Kazunori Akabane is royally ticked off when he unknowingly collides with his rival in the school hallway. Unexpectedly, the accident warps Akabane and Moriya to a magical realm full of wizards, princesses, and monsters! But much to Akabane's chagrin, the key to the classmates'
survival in this world is...the exchange of their bodily fluids! Can Akabane ever get used to the idea of swapping spit with a guy?!
Oku-san is a normal office worker who has one joy in life, to fantasize about his local deliveryman, Sudo-kun. To feed his fantasies and his desire to see Sudo-kun, Oku-san habitually shops online filling his room with useless and sometimes very erotic things. It’s all pretty harmless until one day his neighbor Yokoshima finds out about his secret
hobby. Caught between two hot guys—at least in his mind—will Oku-san be able to fantasize his way out of this one? -- VIZ Media
It began with a mistake. When Tanaka and Nakata are given each other’s papers back, they come to a horrible realization... They have almost identical names. And test results. And body types. And taste in fashion. And sports scores. And hobbies. The list goes on, and as annoying as it is, at least they know they always have each other. And maybe,
just maybe, their similarities run even deeper.
A suite of emotionally resonant, romantic stories told by a critically acclaimed manga creator. In “The Bed of My Dear King,” an electrician called to a remote job deep in the mountains discovers the startling reasons behind the behavior of the house’s lone occupant, an eccentric young sculptor. In “Cherry,” an overachieving high school student
forms an unexpected bond with a laid-back classmate. And in “Flowers,” the secrets surrounding a tragic death lead to an unexpected, and poignant, resolution. -- VIZ Media
Dick Fight Island, Vol. 1
Special Delivery! (Yaoi Manga)
Egoistic Blue (Yaoi Manga)
Coyote, Vol. 2 (Yaoi Manga)
Sword and Mist, Vol. 2 (Yaoi Manga)
Yoji's been out of school due to poor health, but now that he's back he can’t help but notice classmate Tetsuo’s piercing gaze. Tetsuo gives Yoji the creeps because of his hard-to-read expressions and apparent lack of emotions. One night when Tetsuo suddenly touches his neck, it causes feelings of unbridled lust to
well up inside of him. What is the meaning behind these ever increasing urges that only seem to be getting stronger?! It's the manga version of the popular boys love game, Sweet Pool, complete with never-before-serialized pages! -- VIZ Media
Rule 1, treat each other like family. Rule 2, set a time limit. Rule 3, don't cross the final lineâ¦ These are our rules as brothers.
High school senior Mikage Aiba has one younger step brother, Tomoki. While the elder sibling prefers rules and order, the younger is more easy-going and loose. Despite their two opposing personalities, the two have been close ever since their parents got remarried 12 years prior.
However, when Mikage gets accepted into university, the feelings they can no longer push down shatter their "order," and a new set of rules are laid down between the twoâ¦
The spirited author Kei Kanai pens a dramatic, yet beautifully tranquil love story between two step siblings!
It took forever for Yoji to get over his ex-boyfriend and former colleague, Tomoe, who suddenly quit the company and dumped him at the same time. But with the merger of their rival companies, Yoji finds himself having to work with Tomoe once again. When Tomoe speaks and touches him as he used to, familiar feelings
begin to stir. -- VIZ Media
Having lost the place he called home, Uichi seeks help from his beloved Akitora’s rival, Matsumi. But instead of being helped, Uichi is captured and tortured by the evil man. To make matters worse, the second head suddenly commits suicide, and his final words light a dark fire in Matsumi’s heart! -- VIZ Media
Rintaro's has been accepted into college and he's finally moved in with Kaede. But, just when they're getting ready to enjoy each other's company, Rintaro's older brother, Sentaro, a troublemaker, blows in bringing storm clouds with him!
Do You Like Me? (Yaoi Manga)
Ginger Honey (Yaoi Manga)
Sayonara Game (Yaoi Manga)
Bad Boys, Happy Home, Vol. 3 (Yaoi Manga)
Love Pistols, Vol. 5 (Yaoi Manga)

Sakae Sugiura working hard to become a teacher, gets an assistant teacher position at an elementary school. There he meets his old elementary school homeroom teacher, Ryuji Fukada. Fukada-Sensei was someone Sakae looked up to, someone who supported him. Now, Sakae is shocked by how different Fukada is and feels lost. But since he’s no longer a
student, will his feelings towards Fukada change...?
Akimoto has just started his high school career at Miya High and is burning with enthusiasm; he is overjoyed to finally be able to meet his long time Judo idol Saitou! Akimoto has watched Saitou ever since his middle school days, but the real Saitou isn’t matching up to the Saitou of Akimoto’s dreams. Foul mouthed, with a bad attitude and superiority complex,
Saitou has decided to use Akimoto’s admiration against him and turn him into his slave. Saitou also hides a dark secret, and when it's revealed, what will Akimoto think of him then?
While Norio may have come to terms with his feelings for Kunimasa, some things about the zooman way of life still make his mind whirl—like men getting pregnant! Meeting a bunch of male moms might be just what Norio needs to get used to the idea and help him embrace his own maternal instincts. But the baby party also proves a shocking lesson in
zooman relationships when one of the guests and his son are kidnapped by the child’s ruthless father! -- VIZ Media
The latest series from the author of fan favorite Devil’s Honey. Although they were best friends in high school, Nakano and Tsuda haven't talked in ten years. Which may have a little something to do with the fact that not only were they more than best friends, but also that Tsuda broke Nakano's heart, leaving him to pick up the pieces. Now that they’ve been
thrown back together thanks to a work project, Nakano is determined to put the past behind him, and both men decide to keep their relationship strictly professional. The question is, can they? Reads R to L (Japanese Style) for mature audiences.
High school bad boy Akamatsu allows Seven, a homeless guy living in a nearby park, to crash at his place for a few months. But one day Seven up and kisses him! Things get awkward after that until one night when their relationship takes an unexpected turn. -- VIZ Media
Jealousy, Vol. 4 (Yaoi Manga)
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Love Quest
Volume 1
Love Pistols, Vol. 7 (Yaoi Manga)
Eight mighty island warriors battle to become king. The deciding factor? The one who comes last, of course! Eight islands represented by their best warriors must battle it out in a tournament to decide their king. To win this battle of endurance, it’s not the last one standing but the last one coming that
matters! The tournament to choose the next king of the islands is about to begin. The rules are simple—whoever comes first loses! Participating warriors protect their mighty swords with armor that grows larger and more elaborate with each tournament. But one warrior has returned from studying abroad
with a technique certain to force a pleasurable eruption! Is there a competitor alive able to withstand it? Or is this deft warrior destined to become king?!
When frisky high school student Yuhi started dating his hot math teacher Watari, he thought there’d be more...dates. It seems the two can only connect in the bedroom, and Watari Sensei’s open disdain for mushy romance baffles Yuhi. How can the smitten student convince his cool, collected teacher that
“it’s real”? He’s not the only insecure one: a short seme feels inadequate with his exceptionally tall lover, a grouchy guy can’t ask his crush out, a cat-boy in heat experiences puppy love, and a misunderstanding between childhood friends leads to romance. -- VIZ Media
Zhen and Wu are Wolves—assassins who target the corrupt and criminal. Technically work rivals, they somehow still find time to get friendly between the sheets! Unfortunately for Wu, Zhen has decided it’s best he sticks to the Wolf’s creed and spurn love entirely. Then one day, fliers start going up around
town seeking revenge with Zhen as the target. Will he still follow the Wolf’s creed if it now means giving up his life? -- VIZ Media
"It looks like you and I are bonded now."
(Am I in hell...?)
Suzuya is a lazy salaryman who just wants to get time off from work. When a new coworker, Furuike, suddenly shows up and starts making advances, Suzuya's peaceful existence is turned upside down! Faced with this aggressive attack, Suzuya's only defense is to play coy.
"Giving my heart and body to a perverted alpha... I really could kill him."
Suzuya, an omega, works at a company which gives paid leave to omegas in heat. Until now, he's been able to get seven straight days off every month by pretending that the pill doesn't work for him. Seven days of drinking beer and playing video games from dawn to dusk... heaven on earth. Then a new alpha
coworker named Furuike shows up unannounced outside his door...! If word gets out that he's not actually in heat, Suzuya is sure to get fired! His only choice is to keep up the act of being in heat. So begins the master performance of an omega who will do anything to avoid going to work.
â»This is a manga adaptation of a serialized work, comprising a part of the anthology series, "Omegaverse Project Season 5." Please take this into account to avoid purchasing a previously owned title.
Egoistic Blue (Yaoi Manga)VIZ Media LLC
Sweet Monster (Yaoi Manga)
Love Stage!!, Vol. 1 (Yaoi Manga)
Yaoi Hentai
False Memories
Drops of Desire (Yaoi Manga)

Average looks, average skills. That’s me, Tarou Suzuki. My extreme ordinariness has been something I’ve been worrying about my whole life. But one day, and extremely beautiful, but drunk man showed up at my door-step!!! The moment he saw me, he burst into tears, claiming that I "looked like his ex-lover", and tried to kiss me… A few days
later, that same beautiful man also showed up at my new workplace! His name is Ryouta Shiga. Will my meeting with Shiga prove to be something life-changing?!
Oku-san's Daily Fantasies (Yaoi Manga)
Bad Boys, Happy Home, Vol. 2 (Yaoi Manga)
The Aristocrat and The Desert Prince (Yaoi Novel)
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